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24X7 SOC-AS-A-SERVICE




	Managed Detection & Response (MDR)
	Security Operations Center (SOC)
	Threat Hunting
	Incident Response (IR)
	Managed Endpoint Protection
	Vulnerability Management










OPEN XDR PLATFORM




	Extended Detection & Response (XDR)
	Security Information & Event Management (SIEM)
	User & Entity Behavior Analytics (UEBA)
	Threat Intelligence
	Application Control
	Data Source Integrations










USE CASES




	IT Environments
	Threat Types
	Compliance Regulations
	Industries
	How It Works
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WHY NETSURION




	Key Business Benefits
	Industry Leadership
	Customer Success
	Wider Attack Surface Coverage










Regardless of whom we dealt with in the organization, Netsurion was always willing to cater to our needs of how we handled situations versus being forced to do things they way they preferred.


– Security and Networking Manager
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PARTNERS




	Partner Program Benefits
	Become a Partner
	Access the Partner Portal










With Netsurion’s managed services, we can trust we have specialists constantly monitoring, detecting, and responding to the toughest threats, enabling us to focus our expertise on the full cybersecurity posture of our clients.

 – Chief Strategy Officer, MSP 
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ALL CYBERSECURITY INSIGHTS




	SOC “Catch of the Day” Stories
	Cybersecurity Q&A Videos
	Cyberthreat Spotlight Video Series
	Webcasts & Events



















Level up your cybersecurity!




Try our free cybersecurity gap analysis and maturity roadmap wizard to get your personalized recommendations.






TRY IT
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ABOUT NETSURION




	Leadership
	News
	Careers
	Contact Us



















XDR Hot Company




Our platform is recognized for extensive integrations and threat detection.




Next-Gen MDR Service




Our service is recognized for robust processes and tailored service levels.




Best MDR Solution




Netsurion combines technology and service to optimize security outcomes.





















                        	
	Support
	Integrations
	Partner Portal
	Contact Us


                    

                
            

        





















Managed Cybersecurity Operations




Your partner for continuous monitoring, deep detection, and guided response.





Learn About Managed XDR






















Expert
Threat Hunting & Response









Our dedicated SOC learns your environment, co-manages your incident response plan, and works hand-in-hand with you as your trusted partner to stay ahead of emerging threat 24×7.







Learn More










Open
XDR Platform









Our open XDR platform covers your entire attack surface with our extensive library of hundreds of data integrations and thousands of threat detections.







Learn More










Adaptive
SecOps-as-a-Service









Our extensible platform gives you the freedom to scale both the breadth and depth of coverage while our co-managed service allows us to become a trusted member of your SecOps team.







Learn More


















Proven Results
















Netsurion has been invaluable to us…




When it comes to threat detection and response, it does a very good job detecting and blocking on its own. And the SOC is a nice added value because they’re doing analysis on things that aren’t as obvious.













    
                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

                                            

            


    













Breaking Down Cybersecurity Barriers




Most security teams face obstacles that no amount of additional AI and tech alone can solve. An integrated solution with both human expertise and machine learning is necessary. We identified three major hurdles and have architected a unique approach to solving them.





Solving 3 Big Cybersecurity Challenges






































Managed XDR for Service Providers




Netsurion is optimized for MSPs to protect your business and your clients. Multi-tenant management, Open XDR to work with your existing security stack, and “pay-as-you-grow” pricing.





Accelerate Managed Cybersecurity Services


















Insights for Cybersecurity Pros






WHITEPAPER









Managed Detection and Response Buyer’s Guide




As mid-market organizations are increasingly confronted by cybersecurity challenges they’re quickly realizing that software alone won’t…












WHITEPAPER









Managed SIEM Buyer’s Guide




The Managed SIEM Buyer’s Guide discusses how to properly assess unique organizational goals and requirements, then clearly outlines SIEM…












WHITEPAPER









Understanding XDR: Beyond the Buzzwords




Are you planning to modernize your cybersecurity stack to keep up with advanced cyber threats? Wondering if XDR is just hype? 
























Talk to a Cybersecurity Advisor






Looking to optimize your cybersecurity posture with Managed XDR? Choosing the right partner is crucial. Talk to a Cybersecurity Advisor to see if we’re a fit.











Schedule a Meeting   	 	 	 	 	  

















Contact Us



	[email protected]
	[email protected]









Partners



	Partner Program Overview
	Partner Program Benefits
	Become a Partner
	Partner Portal Login
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	Why Netsurion
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